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Consumers in the UK are shopping around for more meaning 

In a year that a reported one in seven retailers on the UK high street have closed* how can retail 
survive?  

The teams from MPG Media Contacts and Havas Media debate these issues in London today at a 
conference that reveals alternative solutions for retail’s long-term survival.  

MPG Media Contacts and Havas Media’s Meaningful Brands framework can reveal: 

• The retail sector in the UK is the top scoring sector in terms of its perceived impact on our quality 
of life and wellbeing  

• Five of the top 20 ranked global meaningful retailers are from the UK (M&S, Sainsbury’s, Tesco, 
John Lewis and Waitrose) 

• Despite this, most retailers in the UK are under delivering in terms of their contribution to our 
personal wellbeing 

Based on a global analysis of 50,000 people across 14 countries and 300 brands (including 57 retail 
brands), Meaningful Brands highlights the different strategies adopted by retail all over the world and 
pinpoints some clear untapped opportunities for retailers in the UK. For the first time, Meaningful Brands 
allows us to analyse the different impact and importance of both collective drivers (i.e. how brands 
improve communities, our society and the environment) and personal drivers (i.e. their influence on 
factors such as our health, fitness, happiness, values, social relationships, financial security, life styles 
and habits).  
 
Retail is the most meaningful sector 
The Meaningful Brand Index, which measures the impact of brands on our wellbeing and quality of life, 
places retail as the highest performing sector in the UK – out scoring popular sectors such as food and 
beverages, telecommunications, IT and consumer electronics. Despite this positive picture, when we look 
at the other 14 countries in the study, the UK is one of the least attached nations to retail (the lowest 
levels of “retail love” recorded is in France).  People in LATAM and Asia Pacific showed the highest levels 
of brand attachment towards retail.  This reflects the trend in the UK and Europe where people have 
lower levels of attachment to brands in general. 
 
Most meaningful retail brands 
The top retail brands globally:  
1. Mercadona (Spain) 2. Coop (Italy) 3. Decathlon (France) 4. Homecenter (Colombia)  
5. IKEA (Global) 6. Marks & Spencer (UK) 7. Sainsbury’s (UK) 8. Whole Foods (USA) 9. Alksoto 
(Columbia) 10. Target (USA) 11. Tesco (UK) 12. Home Depot (USA) 13. E. Leclerc (France) 14. Leroy 
Merlin (Global) 15. John Lewis (UK) 

 
Five of the top 20 meaningful retail brands come from the UK (including Waitrose at number 20).  
 
What matters to us on a global scale when we shop 
In general at a global level, good product experience, sustainability, ethics, contribution to the country’s 
economy, job creation, and being a good employer are the top ‘collective’ considerations when we shop. 
We cite saving us time, making us happy and helping us feel connected with our communities as the key 
things that we look for from retail at a ‘personal’ level. 
 



 

Emerging ‘Me’ culture in the UK 
When thinking about retail outlets, consumers in regions such as Latam and Asia Pacific are focused on 
factors such as the community, job creation and the environment. In the UK we find a bias towards more 
personal drivers such as habits, happiness and saving time/money.  Specifically, people in the UK rank, 
in order of importance “shows me respect”, “delivers quality products”, “listens and cares”, “helps save 
money” and “makes me feel good and happy” as the top five expectations of retail. 
 
The response to this from UK retailers is split. Supermarket giants such as Tesco and Asda are focused 
on people’s personal wellbeing and providing personal outcomes, such as making our lives easier, 
helping us adopt better habits or learning new things.** Other equally successful UK retailers focus more 
on collective wellbeing - good quality, healthy products (M&S and Waitrose) and being responsible within 
society and the environment (The John Lewis Partnership).  

Kate Cox, MPG’s Head of Strategy in the UK comments “It’s interesting that we see such a complex 
yet specific mandate from consumers followed by a seemingly diverse response from retailers. With such 
a divide, it’s clear that the retail sector still has plenty of opportunity to leverage untapped areas.  

Retail brands must understand how the relationships between our personal lives and our communities are 
entwined. True meaningful retail brands will be the ones who embark on, and communicate a strategy 
that offers positive solutions to the unique set of personal and collective demands and expectations. 
Being a retailer requires a lot more understanding of our personal lives and our relationship with our 
communities than it used to.”  

Umair Haque, Director Havas Media Labs speaking at the conference, adds: 
“Competition in the retail sector is well known for being bruising. But what is it that really drives so many 
seemingly similar brands forward in our hearts and minds? It’s the difference they make in our messy 
human lives -in the hard terms - their tangible impact. Yesterday, retailers could be content with scale and 
scope- but today, those are often table stakes: people are searching for meaning in every interaction they 
have with institutions, especially in retail. The challenge, then, might be summed up as this: matter in 
human terms -or recede into irrelevance." 
 
Other meaningful retail facts: 
1. Financial benefits are more important to Europeans than people in Latam and the US. 
2. Europeans place more importance on product and market place (price, packaging and labelling) 

factors, whereas people in Latam and the US are more focused on emotional issues such as 
happiness and connecting to friends and communities. 

3. Retailers in the UK and globally are under delivering when it comes to personal outcomes such as 
happiness, satisfaction, savings, learning’s and belonging. 

4. Although respect and value are both highly ranked, UK consumers want retailers to deliver respect 
before value. 

5. UK consumers also credit “making me feel good” as more important than “making the world a better 
place.” 

6. Although both important, consumers in the UK cite “listening and caring” before “helping save 
money”. 

*Source: Local Data Company 2012 

**Tesco: Big Price Drop, Tesco Diets, Real Food – recipes, Baby & Toddler club, Responsible Farming, Greener 
Living.  Asda: Chosen by you, Bright ideas, Asda Mumdex, Household Budget Planner, Income Tracker Report, 
George Style Blog, Asda Price Guarantee, Aisle Spy. 
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-Ends- 

About MPG Media Contacts 
Our expertise lies in offline media planning and buying, digital media planning and buying including direct, 
display, ecrm, affiliates, PPC and SEO. 
 
A growing element of our service includes data analysis and how this insight can help clients connect 
understanding across channels including teams focused on econometrics, customer data strategy and 
web analytics.  We are also able to deliver a wide degree of creative services from branded content, 
product placement, social, digital creative and search copy, mobile apps, web usability and web build.   
 
As a company, we are all about talent and service; working together, in one building, with one goal, to 
deliver market leading, integrated, meaningful communications solutions for our clients.  
 
‘Meaningful Brands’ is our philosophy and approach towards communications planning to help our clients 
to reconnect with people and survive the digital communications revolution. 
 
Our clients include: EDF Energy, Hyundai & Kia, Clarks, Magners, BBC, Camelot, P&O Ferries, 
Nationwide, AXA, National Express and Nando’s. 
 
MPG Media Contacts is part of the global advertising and communications services group, Havas. Havas 
operates through its two worldwide networks, Euro RSCG Worldwide and Havas Media.  
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